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Abstract— We propose a distributed algorithm for estimating
the poses (positions and orientations) of multiple autonomous
vehicles in GPS denied scenarios when pairs of vehicles can
measure each other’s relative pose in their local coordinates.
Currently, navigation of an autonomous vehicle in GPS denied
scenarios is achieved by integrating relative pose measurements
between successive time instants that are obtained from on-
board sensors, such as cameras and IMUs. However, this suffers
from a high rate of error growth over time. We seek methods
to ameliorate this error growth by using cooperation among
a group of vehicles. Measurements of relative pose between
certain pairs of vehicles provide extra information on their
poses, which can be used for improving localization accuracy.
We designed a distributed algorithm to fuse all the relative
pose measurements to compute a more accurate estimate of
all the vehicles’ poses than what is possible by the vehicles
individually. The algorithm is fully distributed since onl y
neighboring vehicles need to exchange information periodically.
Monte Carlo simulations show that the error in the location
estimates obtained by using this algorithm is significantlylower
than what is achieved when vehicles estimate their poses without
cooperation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recent advances in several technological fronts have led
to a heightened interest in autonomous vehicles, such as
Unmanned Ariel Vehicles, Unmanned Underwater Vehicles
and ground robots. These vehicles can be used to perform
missions in which it is too dangerous for human operators to
be present (fires, battle zones, areas contaminated by CBRN
agents), or when space and weight limitations make presence
of human operators difficult. Ability for precise navigation
or localization is a crucial capability for autonomous vehicle
operation.

Current localization systems for autonomous vehicles typ-
ically consist of an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and
Global Positioning System (GPS). In the absence of GPS, use
of IMUs alone leads to a high rate of growth of localization
error with time. When only IMU measurements are available,
a vehicle has to integrate the relative pose (position and ori-
entation) measurements between its frame at two successive
time instants obtained from the IMUs to compute its current
pose estimates. This integration accumulates error over time,
which is the reason for the high growth of localization error
with IMUs.
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Yet there are many situations when GPS is either not
available or only intermittently available, such as in urban
canyons, hilly terrains, tunnels, and under water. Extensive
research is being conducted on fusing additional sensor
measurements with IMU signals to reduce localization error.
In particular, vision-based sensors such as scanning laser,
infrared sensors, and cameras, have attracted a lot of attention
for autonomous vehicle navigation. However, these sensors
also face the same issue of error growth over time when no
GPS measurements are available.

In this paper we investigate the potential for using coopera-
tion among a group of vehicles to reduce the growth of local-
ization error in autonomous vehicle navigation. In particular,
we examine the situation when certain pairs of vehicles can
measure their relative pose (position and orientation), albeit
with some error. Such measurements can be obtained by a
pair of cameras [1], with a single camera if prior knowledge
about the measured vehicle’s geometry is available to the
measuring vehicle [2], with laser scanning sensors [3], anda
combination of RF-based distance measurements and vision-
based orientation measurements [4], [5]. A noisy relative
pose measurement between two vehicles provides additional
information on the absolute positions (and in fact, orien-
tations) of the two vehicles. If successfully fused with the
measurements of the vehicle’s motion from IMUs (or from
cameras), these inter-vehicle relative measurements should
help in estimating the positions more accurately.

There are several challenges in using the redundant in-
formation on vehicle positions provided by the vehicle-to-
vehile relative pose measurements. One is how to compute
the appropriate average of poses. The relationship between
the pose of a vehicle in a global reference frame and
relative pose measurements between vehicle pairs is non-
linear: rotation and Euclidean transformation matrices are not
elements of a linear vector space. This non-linearity makes
the question of “averaging” these measurements tricky. The
other issue is distributing the computations involved, so
that sending all measurements to a central processor is not
necessary. For a team of vehicles communicating over an
unreliable communication channel, distributed processing is
useful in making the computations robust to the failure of
team members.

Roumeliotis and Becky considered the problem of cooper-
ative localization problem for a group of ground robots; the
proposed method used a Kalman filter to fuse all measure-
ments with the predictions of a single-integrator dynamic
(linearized) model of the robots [4]. The issue of how to



average poses was avoided by decomposing the dynamics
alongx- andy-axis and using an Euler angle representation
of the rotations. Sharma and Taylor examined cooperative
localization in a group of MAVs when relative orientation
measurements between vehicles are available [6]. Again,
all vehicles were assumed to be coplanar, so that relative
orientations could be expressed in terms of a scalar angle.

The algorithm we propose in this paper to average rel-
ative poses is based on an idea first proposed by Govindu
in [7] in connection with estimating camera motions. We
utilize Govindu’s method to construct a centralized algorithm
for multi-vehicle localization. The centralized algorithm is
able to improve estimates of vehicle positions significantly
over the case when there is a single vehicle. However, the
algorithm requires all measurements to be transmitted to a
single processor, and its memory requirements grow without
bound over time. We then develop a distributed algorithm
that requires only limited local communication among nearby
vehicles, and has bounded memory requirements. In simula-
tions, the distributed algorithm is seen to perform almost as
well as the centralized algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We pose
the problem of cooperative localization precisely in Sec-
tion II. A centralized algorithm for averaging relative pose
measurements to obtain global pose estimates is described
in Section III. A distributed algorithm to perform the same
function is described in Section IV. Simulation results with
the proposed algorithm is presented in Section V to illustrate
its effectiveness.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Consider a group ofn vehicles moving in 3-dimensional
Euclidean space. Time is measured in a discrete counterk =
0, 1, 2, . . . . Each vehicle has a Cartesian frame attached to
its body. The pose of a vehicle at timek is the position
(of the origin of its local frame) and orientation of its local
frame at timek with respect to a global (common Cartesian)
coordinate frame. The global reference can be the reference
that GPS uses, if GPS measurement is available at time0, or
it can simply be the initial frame of vehicle1. In the latter
case, all vehicle positions are to be estimated with respectto
the initial frame of the first vehicle.

We assume that at each time stepk, each vehicler

(r = 1, . . . , n) can measure the Euclidean transformation
between its pose at previous timek − 1 and current timek,
expressed in the coordinate frame that was attached to its
body in the previous time instant. This transformation is de-
noted byMr(k),r(k−1). Note that an Euclidean transformation
M ∈ SE(3) between two Cartesian coordinate frames is a
combination of rotationR ∈ SO(3) and translationt ∈ R

3:

M =

[

R t

0 1

]

(1)

We assume that every vehicler can obtain a noisy mea-
surement ofMr(k),r(k−1), which is denoted byM̂r(k),r(k−1),
for k = 1, . . . . It follows from (1) that the ability to

measureMr(k),r(k−1) is equivalent to the ability to measure
the rotation and translation undergone by the vehicle in
the time interval betweenk − 1 and k. These can be
obtained by IMUs and stereo-imaging systems, and in the
case of ground vehicles, from differential wheel odometry.
The measurements of the form̂Mr(k),r(k−1) are calledinter-
time measurements.

We denote the common global reference frame by the
symbol0, and assume that at least one of the vehicles, say
vehicle 1, can measure its initial pose with respect to the
global reference. That is,̂M1(0),0 is available to vehicle1.
When no GPS measurement is available, the frame attached
to an arbitrary vehicle, say vehicle1, at k = 0 can be taken
as the global reference. In that case,M̂1(0),0 = M̂0,0 = I,
and all poses are to be estimated with respect to the initial
pose of the that vehicle. If GPS measurement is available to
at least one vehicle at timek = 0, then the GPS reference
frame is taken as the global reference frame.

When there is only one vehicle, say vehicle1, the mea-
surements available to it at timek are M̂1(0),0, M̂1(1),1(0),
M̂1(2),1(1), ...,M̂1(k),1(k−1). The vehicle can estimate its pose
at time k with respect to the global reference frame0 by
concatenating its intra-vehicle relative pose measurements:

M̂1(k),0 = M̂1(0),0M̂1(1),1(0) . . . M̂1(k−1),1(k−2)M̂1(k),1(k−1).

(2)

This method of pose estimation is referred to as dead
reckoning. Due to the large errors that typically affect intra-
vehicle relative pose estimates, the error in the resulting
global pose estimate from dead reckoning grows withk

extremely fast [8], [9]. A Kalman filter is often used that
fuses prediction of the vehicle’s pose from some nominal
motion model with the odometry measurements to estimate
the pose. Though Kalman filtering is seen to reduce the
growth rate of localization error, it does not eliminate it.

When multiple vehicles are present (n > 1) as shown in
Figure 1, it may be possible for a vehicle to measure the
relative pose between itself and a set of nearby vehicles, as
described earlier. The relative pose of vehiclep with respect
to vehicler at timek is denoted byMp(k),r(k) ∈ SE(3), and
its noisy measurement collected by vehicler is denoted by
M̂p(k),r(k). We assume that each vehicle can recognize each
of the other vehicles.

The situation when both inter-time and inter-vehicle rel-
ative pose measurements are available is best described in
terms of a graph defined as a set of nodes and edges. The
distinct frames attached to vehicler till time k are denoted
by r(0), r(1), r(2), . . . , r(k). Consider the setV (k), which
consists of all the frames of the typer(ℓ) for r = 1, . . . , N ,
and ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , k. Similarly, the setE(k) represents
the relative pose measurements collected tillk (both inter-
time and inter-vehicle). More specifically,E(k) consists
of ordered pairs of nodes of the following two types: (i)
(r(ℓ−1), r(ℓ)) that corresponds to an inter-time measurement
M̂r(ℓ−1),r(ℓ) obtained by vehicler at timeℓ (ℓ ≤ k), and (ii)
(r(ℓ), p(ℓ)) that corresponds to a inter-vehicle relative pose



measurement between the vehiclesr andp at timeℓ (ℓ ≤ k).
We call G(k) = (V (k), E(k)) the measurement graph at
time k.

In the example shown in Figure 1, vehicle2 measures
the pose of its neighbors1 and 3 with respect to its local
coordinate frame at time0, but measures the relative pose
of only vehicle1 at time 1. The directed edge(1(1), 2(1))
represents the noisy measurementM̂1(1),2(1) of the Euclidean
transformation from the frame attached to vehicle1’s body
at time 1 to the frame attached to vehicle2’s body at the
same time.

time

vehicle 1

vehicle 2

vehicle 3

O

0 1 2 k

Fig. 1. A group of three vehicles moving to the right, with inter-time and
inter-vehicle relative pose measurements. Vehicle 1 had a GPS measurement
at initial time k = 0. Thereafter, no vehicle receives GPS measurements.

Note that there corresponds a uniquenode variable to
every nodei(ℓ) ∈ V (k), namely, the absolute poseMi(ℓ),0

of vehicle i at time ℓ (wherei = 1, . . . , n, ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , k).
The problem is to estimate these node variable ofG(k) as
accurately as possible from the measurements corresponding
to the edgesE(k). In addition, the computation should be
distributed, meaning that each vehicle should be able to
gather the information it needs to compute its own pose
estimate at timek by communicating with a limited number
of neighboring vehicles.

Even without the constraint on distributed processing, the
problem is challenging. Since Euclidean transformations (and
rotation matrices) are not elements of a linear vector space,
it is not clear how to “average” them to reduce noise and
compute more accurate estimates. A restricted version of
this problem that has been examined in the literature is the
problem of averaging multiple measurements of an unknown
rotation matrixR [10]. However, the available approaches
to that problem are not applicable to the problem under
study in this paper. Our problem data does not consist
of measurements of the node variables to be estimated.
Instead, the available measurements are noisy estimates of
the transformations that relate one node variable to another.

III. A CENTRALIZED ALGORITHM FOR MULTI-VEHICLE

LOCALIZATION

To avoid making the notation too cumbersome, we re-
index all the nodes of the graphG(k) from 0 to Nk, where

Nk := |V (k)| − 1, where |V (k)| is the cardinality of
the setV (k). The index0 corresponds to the pose of the
global reference, i.e., node0. Other than that, the manner of
indexing is immaterial. The problem posed in the previous
section can be restated as estimating the node variablesMi,
where Mi = M0 i, i = 1, |V (k)| − 1 from the relative
pose measurementŝMi j , for all (i, j) ∈ E(k). A solution
to this problem, if found, can be used to estimate vehicle
poses by applying the solution to the graphG(k) at every
time k. In practice, such a batch processing approach may
be computationally burdensome. However, the purpose in
posing and solving this problem is to help us develop a
distributed algorithm for vehicle pose estimation.

The algorithm we propose to solve this centralized pose
estimation problem is inspired by an algorithm that Govindu
proposed in [7] for computing the relative pose between a
sequence of images taken by a camera. When there are com-
mon feature points between non-consecutive images in the
sequence, redundant pose measurements become available
between the first and the last frame of the image sequence
than what is nominally required to estimate the pose between
the first and the last image pair. The algorithm proposed
in [7] works by converting the measurements into the Lie
algebrase(3) associated with the Lie groupSE(3), using
a least squares approach inse(3), and then converting the
result back toSE(3). We follow a similar approach here,
but for the measurement graphG(k) instead of a sequence
of images.

We denote elements ofSE(3) (or SO(3)) by M and
elements ofse(3) (or so(3)) by m, which are related by
m = log(M) andM = exp(m). Sincese(3) andso(3) are
non-commutative Lie groups, forx, y ∈ se(3) (or so(3)),
we haveexey = eBCH(x,y) (not ex+y, in general), where
the mappingBCH(·, ·) is defined by the Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorff formula: [11]

BCH(x, y) = x + y +
1

2
[x, y] +

1

12
[x− y, [x, y]] + O(|x, y|4),

where[x, y] is the Lie bracket:

[x, y] = xy − yx. (3)

It follows from the BCH formula that we canapproximate
the matrix exponential product, when exponents are elements
in se(3), as:

exey = eBCH(x,y) ≈ ex+y (4)

Since M̂ij ∈ SE(3) is a noisy measurement ofMij , we
write

M̂ij = MjM
−1
i Eij (5)

whereEij ∈ SE(3) models the error between̂Mij andMij .
Taking logarithm and using the approximation (4) twice, we
get

m̂ij ≈ mj −mi + eij



wherem(·) = log(M(·)), which leads to

m̂ij = mj −mi + δij

where δij captures the additional error betweenmj − mi

and m̂ij not captured byeij . By using the vec- operation,
the equation above can be written equivalently as

zij = vj − vi + ǫij (6)

wherezij = vec(m̂ij), vi = vec(mi), and ǫij = vec(δij).
Recall thatvec(X) for a matrix X returns a column of
parameters extracted from the input matrixX . Now defineZ
as the vector of allzij ’s stacked together,V as the vector of
all vi’s stacked together (i = 1, . . . , Nk), andǫ is the vector
of all ǫij ’s stacked together. It is straightforward to show that

Ẑ = (Ab ⊗ I)T
V + ǫ (7)

where⊗ denotes the Kronecker product,I is an identity
matrix, andAb is the basis incidence matrix of the graph
G(k) obtained by taking the row of the incidence matrix
out that corresponds to the reference node1. The incidence
matrix A of a directed graphG = (V , E) is a matrix with
as many rows as nodes and as many columns as edges that
is defined asAij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E , Aij = −1 if (j, i) ∈ E ,
andAij = 0 otherwise.

The least squares estimatêV of V is given by

V̂ = (DT
D)−1

D
T
Z (8)

where D := (Ab ⊗ I)T . Estimates ofmi’s can now be
recovered from the entries of̂V. Because of the approxi-
mation (4), these estimates need to be refined. To do so, the
problem is changed slightly, into one where the variables to
be estimated are the errors in pose measurements rather than
the poses themselves. More specifically, since the relation
M−1

i MijMj = I will not hold whenM(·) is replaced by
its noisy counterpartM̂(·) (estimates or measurements). We
define∆Mij := M̂−1

j M̂ijM̂i and treatδmij := log(∆Mij)
as a prediction error ofMij ’s for a given estimate ofMi

and Mj. Starting from initial arbitrary estimateŝMi of the
global posesMi’s, the algorithm iteratively improves the
estimatesM̂i using the least squares approach outlined above
until the updated estimates of the global poses explain the
relative pose measurements sufficiently well. The method is
summarised in Algorithm 1.

Note thatD should be full column rank so that the least
squares estimate (8) is well defined. The column rank ofD

is the same as the row rank ofAb, where the basis incidence
matrix of G, which is full row rank if and only ifG(k) is
weakly connected [12]. The only situation in whichG(k) is
not weakly connected is when the vehicles can be divided
into a number of groups so that there is no inter-vechicle
relative pose meas between two vehicles belonging to distinct
groups up to timek.

At each time k, if all the relative measurements are
available to a central processor, Algorithm 1 can be used to
estimate the poseŝMi, for i = 1, . . . , |V (k)|. Note thatV (k)

Algorithm 1 : IntrinsicPoseAvg: Algorithm for pose
estimation on a measurement graphG(k) at timek, based
on Govindu’s algorithm in [7].

Input : Measurements of relative poseŝMij ,
(i, j) ∈ E(k), initial guesses for the node poses
M̂i, i ∈ V (k), residual thresholdε.

Output : M̂i, i ∈ V (k) estimates of the node poses
ConstructD in (8)
while ‖∆V̂‖ > ε do

foreach M̂ij ∈ {M̂ij}n do
∆M̂ij = M̂−1

j M̂ijM̂i

δm̂ij = log(∆M̂ij)
δẑij = vec(δm̂ij)

end
∆Ẑ = [δẑT

ij1, δẑ
T
ij2, . . . ; δẑ

T
ij|Ek|

]T

∆V̂ = D†∆Ẑ

[δv̂T
2 , δv̂T

3 , . . . ; δv̂T
Nk

] = ∆V̂

foreach M̂i ∈ {M̂i}Nk
do

M̂i = M̂iexp(δv̂i)
end

end

contains all the frames of the vehicles from time0 to the
current timek. The estimate ofM̂r(ℓ),0, whereℓ < k, uses
measurements gathered after timeℓ. Therefore, the algorithm
produces not only estimates of current poses of the vehicles
but also thesmoothed estimates of all the past poses of the
vehicles. The price it pays for carrying out both estimation
and smoothing is the high computational cost: the number
of measurements that the algorithm has to process at timek

can be as large asO(N2k).

We will show through simulations in Section V that the
algorithm proposed above succeeds in giving more accu-
rate global pose estimates than what would result if inter-
vehicular measurements are not used. However, the algorithm
comes with an number of disadvantages. First of all, all
the measurements have to be communicated to a central
processor, and once computed, the estimates of all vehicles’
poses have to be communicated back to the vehicles. Due to
unreliable nature of wireless communication and bandwidth
limitations, this becomes infeasible even for moderately large
group of vehicles. The memory requirement of the algoirthm
also increases without bound as timek increases. In addition,
centralized processing makes the system highly vulnerableto
failure of the central processor.

For the reasons mentioned above, a distributed computa-
tion scheme is preferred. We call an algorithm distributed
if every vehicle needs to communicate with only a small
number of nearby vehicles (neighbors), where the number of
neighbors is upper bounded by a constant that is independent
of the total number of vehicles. In addition, we want the
memory requirements for each vehicle’s processor to be
upper bounded by a constant that does not depend on time.



We propose such a distributed algorithm in the next section.

IV. A DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM FOR COOPERATIVE

GLOBAL POSE ESTIMATION

To describe distributed computation, first we describe
a communication graph that specifies which vehicles can
directly communicate information among one another. The
node set of communication graphGc(k) = (Vc(k), Ec(k))
consists of all then vehicles. However, To maintain consis-
tency with notation used for the measurement graph, we write
Vc = {1(k), . . . , n(k)}. The time-varying edge setEc(k) of
the communication graph consists of the unordered pairs of
nodes(r(k), p(k)) such that vehiclesr and p can directly
exchange information with each other at timek. In this paper
we assume that ifr can send data top, p can also send data
to r. The vehicles thatr can communicate directly to at time
k constitute thecommunication neighbors Nr(k) of r at k:
Nr(k) = {p ∈ V |(r(k), p(k)) ∈ Ec(k)}.

Notice that the measurement graph is directed whereas
the communication graph is undirected. We assume that
if vehicle r can measure its relative pose with respect to
a vehicle p at time k, then r and p can also exchange
information between them at that time. In other words, if
either (r(k), p(k)) ∈ E(k) or (p(k), r(k) ∈ E(k)), then
(r(k), p(k)) = (p(k), r(k)) ∈ Ec(k), whereE(k) is the set
of edges of the measurement graphG(k). The reason is that
for a vehicler to measurep’s relative pose, say with vision
based sensors, the vehicles have to be close enoughand r’s
on-board sensor has to havep in its field of view. On the other
hand, forr andp to communicate, usually it is enough for the
distance between them to be smaller than a communication
radius. Therefore, conditions for successful communication
are less stringent than the conditions for a inter-vehicle pose
measurement. Note that the neighbor setNr(k) is allowed
to be empty. Figure 2 shows an example of a measurement
graph and communication graph consisting of4 vehicles at
time k = 2.

At each time step every vehicle retains only (i) the esti-
mated global pose for the previous time step and (ii) the local
relative measurements with respect to its neighbors collected
at the previous time step. It discards all measurements
collected prior to that. With these, alocal measurement
graph Gr(k) = (Vr(k), Er(k)) for the vehicler can now be
defined, whose nodes corresponds to the frames of vehicler

and its neighbors at timek as well as the global reference
frame0. Specifically,Vr = {0, r(k)}∪Nr(k). The edges of
this graph corresponds to the relative poses whose estimates
or measurementsr has access to atk (except the ones it
dropped). Specifically,Er(k) = {M̂r(k−1),0, M̂r(k),r(k−1)}∪

{M̂p(k),r(k)|p(k) ∈ Nr(k)}. Figure 3 shows an example of
a local measurement graph.

Communication and processing of measurements collected
at time k takes place in the interval betweenk and k + 1.
We denote this time interval by the symbolk+. At the end
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Fig. 2. The measurement graph and the communication graph atk = 2
for the multi-vehicle group shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 3. The local measuremnt graphs for the vehicles shown inFigure 1:
(a) G2(2), (b) G1(2), and (c)G3(2).

time stepk, each vehicler broadcasts the estimate of its
current global poseM̂r(k),0 and the inter-vehicle relative
pose measurements it obtained atk, i.e. {M̂p(k),r(k)|p ∈
Nr(k)}. We assume that each vehicle completes broadcasting
and receiving duringk+, for eachk. Therefore, at some
time during k+ after communication with its neighbors is
over, vehicle r has an estimate of the poses of all the
nodes in its local measurement graphGr(k). It can now
apply Algorithm 1 to the measurement graphGr(k) to obtain
an improved estimate of the poses of the nodes inGr(k)
than what it started with. The improvement comes from
fusing the constraints on the poses that come from the inter-
vehicle measurements with its neighbors. We assume that the
computations by all are vehicles are completed duringk+.

At time k+1, vehicler obtains the odometry measurement
M̂r(k+1),r(k) as well as a new set of relative pose measure-
ments with its current neighbors:{M̂p(k+1),r(k+1)|p(k+1) ∈
Nr(k + 1). It fuses its current estimate of previous pose,
M̂r(k),0, with the odometry measurement̂Mr(k+1),r(k) to
compute an initial estimate of its pose atk + 1-th instant:
M̂r(k+1),0 = M̂r(k+1),r(k)M̂r(k),0. During the interval(k +
1)+, vehicler repeats the communication and computation
steps outlined above (but now for the new local measurement



Algorithm 2 : Distributed Algorithm for Multi-Vehicle
Pose Estimation:Each vehicler ∈ {1, . . . , n} runs this
algorithm at each time stepk to estimate its current pose
Mr(k),0.

Input :
M̂r(k−1),0 (global pose estimate from previous time step)

M̂r(k),r(k−1) (relative pose measurement from k to k-1)

Output : M̂r(k),0 (global pose estimate at current time step)

M̂r(k),0 = M̂r(k−1),0 M̂r(k),r(k−1)

N r(k) ← {p(k)|M̂p(k),r(k) is measured byr}
{M̂i(k),j(k)} ← {M̂v(k),r(k)| v ∈ N r}

broadcast {M̂i(k),j(k)} ∪ {M̂r(k),0}

foreach received transmission M̂r(k),v(k) do
addM̂r(k),v(k) to {M̂i(k),j(k)}
addv to N r(k)

end
foreach received transmission M̂v(k),0 s.t. v ∈ N r(k)
do

addM̂v(k),0 to {M̂i(k),0}
end
{M̂i} ← reindexed {M̂i(k),0} ∪ {M̂r(k),0}

{M̂ij} ← reindexed {M̂i(k),j(k)}

{M̂i } ← IntrinsicPoseAvg({M̂i}, {M̂ij})
M̂r(k),0 ← M̂i ∈ {M̂i}

graphGr(k+1)) to obtain an improved estimate of its current
global poseMr(k+1),0. This process is repeated ad infinitum,
as summarized in Algorithm 2. Note that the re-indexing the
nodes corresponding to the global and local pose estimates
into the form needed for Algorithm 1 is not specified since
the manner in which they are indexed is immaterial.

With the distributed algorithm just described, the memory
requirement for each vehicler is proportional to the number
of edges in its local graphGr(k), which is upper bounded
by a constant independent of time. An important aspect of
Algorithm 2 is that the algorithm is robust to loss of commu-
nication between vehicles. If a vehicle cannot measure any
neighbor’s relative pose or cannot exchange data with any
other vehicles, the distributed algorithm simply reduces to
dead reckonging (see (2)).

V. SIMULATIONS

Simulations for vehicle teams with various configurations
and trajectories were conducted to investigate the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithms. We conducted simulations
for four case: (i) nominal motion of a group of vehicles in
a straight line with fixed neighbor relationships over time
and reliable communication, (ii) a variant of (i) with random
communication failures, and (iii) a zig-zag motion of a
group of vehicles that changes neighbor relationships over
time. For each case, the bias and the variance of the errors
in the estimated positions of the vehicles were empirically
determined from Monte-Carlo simulations. The results for

(ii) were found to be similar to those for (i), with a slight
degradation of performance. Due to lack of space, we only
present the results for cases (i) and (iii).

Noisy measurements of rotations between frames were
generated as follows. Unit quaternions were generated from
a Von Mises-Fisher distributionf(x; µ, κ) on the 3-sphere
with concentration parameterκ = 4000 andµ = [0, 0, 0, 1]T ,
using the algorithm given in [13]. The Von Mises-Fisher
distribution is a Gaussian-like distribution on hyper spheres
that is symmetric about its mean and with concentration
controlled by parameter k [14]. Those quaternions were
then applied to the true rotations to generate the noisy
measurements.

Case (i): Each vehicle in the group moves in a straight
line through 3D Euclidean space and sees its two closest
neighbors (or one if it is in the boundary of the group) at
each time step. The position error of ther-th vehicle at time
k is er(k) := x̂r(k) − xr(k), wherex̂r(k) is the estimated
position, which is extracted from the estimated poseM̂r(k),0.
The bias and variance for the position error of vehicle 2 for
this experiment is shown in Figure 4(b,c) for the centralized
algorithm and Figure 4(d,e) for the distributed algorithm.
The casen = 1 means vehicle 2 is the only vehicle in the
team, and dead reckoning is used to estimate its position.
Two conclusions are obvious from the figures:

1) collaborative estimation significantly improves location
estimation accuracy compared to what is achieved by
a single vehicle in self-location. The improvement in
estimation accuracy is greater with increasing number
of vehicles.

2) The centralized algorithm outperforms the distributed
algorithm, but only by a small margin. In other words,
the distributed algorithm performs almost as well as
the centralized one. This is surprising, though certainly
welcome.

Case(iii): Vehicles were now constrained to move along
sinusoidal paths following a given vector through 3D Eu-
clidean space. An example of the paths for each vehicle
whenN = 6 is given in Figure 5(a). In this experiment the
neighbor relations were determined by distance. Each vehicle
was able to see any vehicle whose distance was less then 5
units of measurement. The number of neighbors of vehicle 2
as a function of time is shown in Figure 5(b). The results for
the Monte Carlo simulation of the distributed pose estimation
algorithm are shown in Figure 5(c) and (d). The figure shows
that even though the neighbor relationships were constantly
changing, collaborative estimation using inter-vehicle relative
pose measurements improve the pose estimation compared to
that without collaboration.

VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented a distributed algorithm for
collaborative localization of a multi-vehicle group in GPS
denied scenarions when vehicle-to-vehile relative pose mea-
surements may be available. By appropriately averaging the
redundant information on the global poses of the vehicles
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Fig. 4. Improvement in the estimates of vehicles’ location from collaborative estimation. The plots show the bias and variance of the error in a vehicle’s
location estimation, for both the centralized and distributed algorithms. Note that the casen = 1 (1 vehicle) means localization is performed without
cooperation from other vehicles. The growth of estimation error (both bias and variance) with time slows down as the number of vehicles increases,
showing the improvement brought about by averaging the inter-vehicle relative pose measurements.

provided by the inter-vehicle relative pose measurements,the
algorithm reduces the error in the vehicle location estimates
compared to what is achievable when vehicle estimate their
own positions using only on-board sensors. In addition, the
information needed by each vehicle can be obtained by
communicating with only a limited number of neighboring
vehicles.

In the current work, we have assume that the clocks of
the vehicles are sufficiently synchornized so that that the
inter-vehicle measurements can be accurately time-stamped.
The sensitivity of the algorithm to inaccurate time synchro-
nization remains to be investigated. Experimental testingof
the algorithm using a network of ground vehicles is under
way, and is expected to provide an answer to this sensitivity
question.

In this work we do not assume any motion model of the
vehicles. This makes the algorithm insensitive to discrepancy
between actual vehicle model and that predicted by the
model. At the same time, it is straightforward to incorporate a
Kalman filter with an assumed motion model in each vehicle
to generate the intra-vehicle relative pose measurements.

Providing any kind of analytical guarantees on the perfor-
mance of both the algorithms (centralized and distributed),
whether statistical or otherwise, is an open problem.
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Fig. 5. Localization with distributed pose estimation Algorithm 2 for 6 vehicles moving in a zig-zag fashion. (a): vehicle trajectories in 3D, (b) the
number of neighbors of vehicle 2 as a function of time, (c-d) bias and variance in the position estimates of vehicle 2.
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